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Kanuga is a gathering place 
inviting all people to connect 

with each other, nature, 
and the Creator. 

We invite you to find your 
personal space for contemplation, 

prayer, and meditation.



St. Francis Chapel
Located near the High Rocks Trail, the woodland space 
welcomes worshipers with low wooden benches weathered 
by time and countless hours of prayer. Three footbridges 
cross a lively stream toward the altar, made from native 
stone. An historic bell stands at the ready to set the tone 
for contemplation.

Stations of the Cross (“Way of the Cross”) 
Beginning at St. Francis Chapel and winding gently for 
a time alongside the forested Rufus Morgan trail before 
looping off to the left, Kanuga’s Stations of the Cross 
path invites you to experience an immersive woodland 
experience that imitates the practice of visiting the places 
of Jesus' Passion in the Holy Land by early Christian pilgrims.

The Robin Geyer Camp Site at Long Rocks 
With one of Kanuga’s most extraordinary long-range views 
of the Blue Ridge Mountains, this site’s elevation provides 
an inspiring location for personal reflection and prayer. Fol-
low High Rocks Trail until you see the sign for Long Rocks 
moving off to the left (this trail is steep).

Lakeside Chapel 
Stretching down the hill toward Kanuga Lake from the 
Lodge and surrounded by pines and hardwoods, here you 
may experience God and creation under the sky with 
breathtaking views of the lake and cross.

Serenity Garden
Hidden in a small, quiet grove that feels remote from 
main areas, this charming, shaded garden is located 
between Lakeside Chapel and Lakeside Guest Cottages. 

Labyrinth
Journey to your own center and back out into the 
world with a spirit of renewal and purpose. The labyrinth 
is a walking meditation used to facilitate prayer, 
meditation, and spiritual transformation. You’ll find 
Kanuga’s labyrinth between the St. Paul’s – Colhoun 
Gymnasium and the lake. A full description and 
meditative guide exhibit are near the entrance.

Gehman Chapel
Located on the Bob Campbell Youth Campus on a knoll 
surrounded by woods, this sweet outdoor chapel pro-
vides a peaceful place for contemplation with views of 
Kanuga’s natural beauty from all sides. The unique metal 
cross provides a beautiful and unique focal point for wor-
shippers to discover a new perspective. 

Psalm 46:10
 

“Be still, and know that I am God!
    I am exalted among the nations,

    I am exalted in the earth.”


